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Changes in the continent-sea contrast from tie center to the limb of
__of

L
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the Martian image were studied on the basis of photos obtained through the use
red and infrared light filters. The contrast on the surface of Mars is
seen to decrease towards the limb of the disk. Since the influence of the
Marttan atmosphere on the results of measurement in the red and infrared may be
disregarded, it is concluded that the curve of brightness change in the Martian seas from the center to the limb of the image has less curvature than the
curve for the continents, i.e., Qsea< qoontinent. The distribution of
brightness along the radius of the visible disk is described by the formula

Pi =p 000
oqi,
where p is the brightness factor and i is the angle of light incidence.
This formula is valid when the phase angle a = 00 and the planetary sphere is

illuminated by a parallel light beam. When q
1 and a # O Pmax occurs
on the equator of intensity at the point with i = Op i.e.p at the point where
the angle of light reflection is

C = a.

If

however, q < 1, then (6)max >a.

On the basis of experimental photography of a cylindrical body the
following formula is derived:

q = cot[450 + 14

ma

)

Following further observations at different a valuesp the more
generalized form can be establisheds
=f(a# q).
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These relationships are then applied to curves of the brightness

distribution along directions parallel to the equator of Intensity on the
oontinqnts and seas of Mars. It is seen that for the Martian continents
Sma(k.
This supports the opinion that Lambert's law is applicable to
the Martian continents. in aertain oases both increases and decreases in
1he q values are observed.
The images of Mars obtained in 19.4 are held to be most satis-

factory in determining the light reflection from

0onttnentsp

obtained in 1956 are most suitable for studying the seas.
that for the Martian seas

while those

It is found

Theme investigations confirm the author's previously expressed

opinion that the distribution of brightness on the Martian seas is different from that on the oontinents.
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